
2 bedroom Finca for sale in Tarbena
Reference: 661479

€249,950
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Key Features

2 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
130 m2 build
7000 m2 plot
Swimming Pool: No

Description
Charming country finca for sale in Tárbena.This rustic, country finca is nestled in the countryside of Tárbena. It has a

large plot, maintained to blend into the surrounding environment, with wonderful mountain views. There is a feeling of

calm and serenity to this property.The finca is secured and accessed via large gates. The layout is simple, yet has

character and charm with a quirky, “arty style”. The setting , design and location are sure to invoke creativity for those

artisticly inclined.The entrance is lined with algarroba trees (carob). These provide wonderful shade for the seating

area beneath them.  An abundance of Mediterranean plants lead to the spacious covered terrace. This is a fabulous,
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outdoor living space, perfect for the long, hot summer days.  This leads directly to an open plan living room and

kitchen with a feature, free standing wood burner. There are two bedrooms and two bathrooms. The master bedroom

has high ceilings and sliding patio doors to another, private, covered terrace.The outside living is kept natural and

rustic, flowing perfectly on to the surrounding trees and flora of this stunning countryside. With easy maintenance in

mind, there are open terraces, pergolas and mature trees to give shade in the summer. There are several, traditional,

Spanish villages nearby.  Bolulla is a 5 minute drive and a 30 minute walk, La Nucia 25 mins, Pollop 25 mins and the

village of Tarbena is approx 10 minutes by car.Tàrbena is “the starting point for the most beautiful walks in the Costa

Blanca”...
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